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The Muster Roll
19??

this work is an exhaustive list of soldiers who were detached from the
regular north carolina militia for service in the war of 1812 arranged
by company and by county regiment the book is in fact a complete
muster roll of the state s 12 000 active wartime participants and it
constitutes an important sourcebook in the literature of north
carolina genealogy the lists of which there are hundreds contain the
names of both officers and men and are presented in two separate
sections one covering the detachments of 1812 the other the
detachments of 1814 it should be emphasized that the clearfield
edition of the muster rolls is the only edition with an index as it
includes the complete name index to the 12 000 or so names listed in
the volume that was compiled by maurice s toler of the north carolina
state archives and prepared for publication by the genealogical
publishing company in 1976



Muster Rolls of New York Provincial Troops.
1755-1764
1892

this book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great
significance and value to literature this forms a part of the
knowledge base for future generations so that the book is never
forgotten we have represented this book in a print format as the same
form as it was originally first published hence any marks or
annotations seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature

Instructions for Making Muster-rolls, Mustering
Into Service, Periodical Payments, and
Discharging from Service Volunteers Or Militia
1863



compiled from the rolls made by the hanoverian army of the duke of
cumberland after the battle of culloden in 1746 this is a unique
historical record every scottish regiment present at the battle has
been recorded

The Muster Roll
1996-03-01

this is a new release of the original 1939 edition

Muster Rolls of the Soldiers of the War of 1812
1976

a rare and rich treasure trove for military genealogists and
enthusiasts for scottish military history this beautifully illustrated
muster roll for the county of angus is a record of scots who took part
in the south african war with british or colonial forces from that
county as well as poems songs with music photographs woodcuts and



prose records of the conflict the volume contains studio portraits of
more than 600 scottish soldiers and their records of service an
absolute must for anyone interested in scots military history and or
the boer war or for those whose ancestors came from angus

Muster Rolls of the Texas Revolution
1986

whether you re eager to hold on to eu citizenship post brexit or
simply interested in exploring your family s past learn how to
research and document your irish ancestry with this essential guide
newly updated to include the latest genealogy tools the purpose of
this book is to highlight the most important documentary evidence
available to the family historian wishing to research their irish
ancestry it is aimed primarily at researchers whose time in irish
repositories is limited and who want to know what is available locally
and online it covers more than eighteen individual sources of
information making it simpler to organise your search and easier to
carry it out both locally and on the ground this books covers where to



begin researching online civil registration making sense of census
returns wills election records migration emigration local government
and church records

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF CO
2018

excerpt from the muster roll of angus south african war 1899 1902 a
record and a tribute fowler p albert bisset p roy leslie p and charles
paterson p 158 all pupils of mr wyse and miss c e dickson p 144
contributed decorative borders about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are



intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Muster Rolls of the Navy and Line, Militia and
Rangers, 1775-1783
1898

this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may
have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original
artifact or were introduced by the scanning process we believe this
work is culturally important and despite the imperfections have
elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing
commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we
appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation
process and hope you enjoy this valuable book



The Muster-Roll Of Angus
2020-12-02

the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and
debates of the united states congress it is published daily when
congress is in session the congressional record began publication in
1873 debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates
and proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824 the
register of debates in congress 1824 1837 and the congressional globe
1833 1873

Accounts and Papers of the House of Commons
1838

this book has been written with total focus on meeting the objectives
of the subject contracts and accounts as given by the syllabus of
wbscte the text has been written so as to create interest in the minds
of students in learning further



Report of the Commissioners
1871

reprint of the final edition although the title leads one to expect a
basic procedural manual this book goes well beyond its stated purpose
to offer a great deal of historical and jurisprudential information
davis 1847 1914 examines the authority and sources of military law and
its relation to civilian law he also pays close attention to its debt
to english military law and custom some of it dating back to the
middle ages davis 1847 1914 was judge advocate general of the u s army
and professor of law at west point

No Quarter Given
2001

these published rolls are intended to provide a fairly comprehensive
list of the loyal colonials who joined the provincial corps of the
british army 1775 1784 that were part of the northern or canadian



command during the american revolution the name provincial corps of
the british army applied to regiments established for loyal residents
of britain s colonies to conduct the war against the rebels in the
thirteen colonies the british government organized military
departments at key points which the army could control the central
department was the occupied zone around new york city the southern was
florida the eastern or northeastern was nova scotia which included new
brunswick the northern was the old province of canada now ontario and
quebec

The Muster Roll and Equipment of the Expedition
of Francisco Vazquez de Coronado
2013-10

includes extra sessions



The Muster Roll of Angus
2015-03-03

Calendar of Virginia State Papers and Other
Manuscripts ...
1888

How to Trace Your Irish Ancestors 3rd Edition
2019-09-05

Evidence and Proceedings ..
1870



The Muster-Roll of Angus
2017-10-12

The Muster-Roll of Angus
2014-02

Congressional Record
1911

Militia Laws of the State of Nevada Up to and
Including the Year 1887
1887



Report: Army of the Potomac, including Journal
of the Committee, Dec. 20, 1861-Apr. 3, 1863
1863

The Devon Muster Roll for 1569
1977

Colburn's United Service Magazine and Naval
Military Journal
1873



Letter from the Secretary of War
1889

The Revised Statutes of the State of Florida
1892

Army Regulations
1918

Muster Rolls, Etc., 1743-1787
1906



Contracts & Accounts (WBSCTE)
1917

Regulations for the Army of the United States,
1913
1870

The Laws of British Guiana. [The “Address”
Signed: H. A. Firth.]
1885



The General Statutes of the State of Nevada
2005

A Treatise on the Military Law of the United
States
1963-04

The Assam Gazette
1862

Proceedings of a general court martial held at



Mhow ... for the trial of paymaster Thomas
Smales
1968

Military Operations of the Civil War
1879

Documents of the Assembly of the State of New
York
1981-01-01



Rolls of the Provincial (Loyalist) Corps,
Canadian Command American Revolutionary Period
1898

Acts and Joint Resolutions (amending the
Constitution) of the General Assembly of the
State of Virginia
1917

Digest of Opinions of the Judge Advocate
General of the Army
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